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Let G be a group. An N-sequence in G is a descending chain of subgroups 
G=G,zG,z. - - such that [G,, Gq ] c GP+4 for all p, q. The universal series of this 
type, i.e., that which descends most rapidly, is the lower central series of G defined 
inductively by 
f,+,(G) = CG, Am(G)] (n 2 1). 
If m = inf{r: r,+i(G) = 1) is finite, we say G is nilpotent of class m and write 
cl(G) = m. 
For any commutative ring k there is another N-sequence consisting of the so called 
dimension subgroups 
D,(G; k)={gEG:(g-1)EI;o.j 
where I~G denotes the augmentation ideal of the group ring kG. We have 
T,(G) sD,,(G, k) Vn, k. 
The Dimension Conjecture asserted that in the case k = 2 
I-,,(G) = D,(G; Z). 
However a recent counterexample of Rips [2] shows that this fails in general. 
In this paper we study the number s(G) = inf{r: D,(G; Z) = l} (possibly infinite). 
In the case of a nilpotent semi-direct product G = H >a L, L abelian, we give a bound 
for s(G) in terms of s(H) and cl(G). As a consequence of this we show that s(G) is 
finite whenever G is finitely generated and nilpotent, and that r,(G) = D,(G; Z) for 
G = H x L with both H and L abelian. As a technical tool in these investigations we 
introduce the notion of dimension subgroups with respect to a G-module. 
Let M be a kG-module (not necessarily torsion free over k), and let p,~: G + 
Autk(M) denote the corresponding linear representation of G. Define 
R(G, M) = ker(pM,l;,,w). 
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Note that 
D,(G; k)c_D,(G, M) Vn 
with equality for M = kG. 
(1) 
The following lemma contains the only other properties of the subgroups 
D,(G, M) which we shall need here. The proofs are elementary. For further 
information see [4]. 
Lemma 1. (i) Let I%,, M, be kG-modules. Then 
D,(G, M&Ml) = D,(G, MJn D,(G, MI) Vn. 
(ii) Suppose that N is a normal subgroup of G and NE D,(G, M). Then 
D,(GIN, M/I&I) = D,(G, WIN. 
We shall also need the following meta-lemma. 
Meta-lemma. Let % be a class of groups such that G E V implies G/l-‘,,(G) E % for all II. 
ThenT,(G)=D,(G;k)forallG~~if,andonlyif,(*)D,+~(G;k)={l}foraZlG~~ 
nilpotent of class n. 
Proof. The necessity of (*) is evident. Suppose conversely that (*) holds in %. Then 
by Lemma 1 (ii) we have 
D,(G; k)lC,(G) = D,(GIr,(G); k) = (11 
since cl(G/T,(G)) = n - 1. Thus D,(G; k) = T,(G). 
Lemma 2. D,(G; k) = (1) if, and only if, there exists a kG-module Msuch that p.\t is 
faithful and I$$4 = (01. 
Proof. If D,(G; k) = 1, take M = kG/lF&. Conversely, if such an A4 exists, 
D,(G, M) = ker(pMjilrtoM) = ker(pzM) = {l}, and the assertion follows from (1). 
Proposition 1. Suppose G = Go x Gi is a direct product of groups. Then 
D,(G; k) = D,(G,,; k)x D,(Gl; k). 
Proof. The regular representation M,= kGo (resp. Mi = kG1) lifts to a represen- 
tation of G which is trivia1 on G1 (resp. Go) via the canonical projection G --, G, 
(resp. G + Gi). Then by Lemma 1.i 
D,(G,MoOM,)=D,(G,Mo)nD,(G,Ml) 
=(D,(Go;k)xGl)n(GoxD,(G1;k)) 
= D,(Go; k) x D,(Gl; k). 
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Proposition 2. Let G be a finite nilpotent group. Then s(G) is jinite. 
Proof. By Proposition 1, we may assume G is a p-group. Since ZF~, is nilpotent in 
F,G, it follows that there exists an integer n such that Z& c pl~o. The assertion now 
follows from Lemma 2, taking M = ZG/plza. 
Remark. The proof of Proposition 2 gives the following bound on s(G). If P is a 
p-group, let np denote the order of nilpotence of I, Then s(G) ssup{np} where P 
ranges over all the Sylow subgroups of G. 
Let G = H >4 L. Then H acts on kH by left multiplication and L acts on kH as a 
group of k-automorphisms by conjugation. In fact, both these actions lift simul- 
taneously to G as follows. Define 
(hl)*y=h.‘y hcH,lEL,yEkH (2) 
where ‘y = fyi-‘. In order to establish that this is indeed an action, it suffices to check 
that 
I*(h*y)=(‘hl)*y. 
This is clear. 
The action given by (2) defines a kG-module structure on kH. Moreover, if we let 
C(R) denote the center of a ring R, the action of H on kH is C(kH)-linear, the 
action of L on kH is kH n C(kG)-linear, and hence the action of G on kH is 
kH n C(kG)-linear. Thus if x E kG, y E kH, and z is an elment of kH which is central 
in kG, then 
x * (yz) = (x * y)z. (3) 
Lemma 3. Let G = H >a L be nilpotent, and suppose L is abelian. Then given n > 0, 
Z;, * (kH) E Z;, 
for r equal to the binomial coefficient 
cl(G)+n-1 
> cl(G) ’ 
Proof. If cl(G) = 1, the action of L on kH is trivial and r = n secures the inclusion as 
claimed. Suppose now that cl(G) = m > 1. We argue by induction on the sum m + n. 
Let A = I’,,,(G). Then A is contained in the center of G, and in fact A c H since the 
commutativity of L implies that rz(G) = [G, G] E H. Set d = G/A, A = H/A. Then 
e = Z? x L and cl(G) = m - 1. By induction 
I:6 * (kH) _ Z;fi -c 
where r’ = (“,‘E;’ ). Lifting this inclusion to kH gives 
&- * (kH) c IknH + kH . ZkA (4) 
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since kH * IkA is the kernel of the surjection kH --, kfi induced from the canonical 
projection H+ R. Let r” = (“‘C-‘). Then applying f;;‘, * to both sides of (4) gives 
I;;,” * kH c Z:.c, + I&, * (kH . I& 
which again by induction and by (3) yields the desired inclusion. 
Theorem. Let G = H XL be nilpotent, with H # 1 and L abelian. Then 
s(G)s( 
cl(G) +s(H) - 1 
> cl(G) ’ 
Proof. Let G act on kH as above. IkH is stable under conjugation by L, and 
therefore G acts on the quotients kH/I& for all n. 
Furthermore, G acts on kL and on the quotients kL/IrL for all m by left 
multiplication via the canonical projection G = H M L + L. 
Thus G acts on the direct sum 
and when k = Z, m 3 2, and n 5 s(H), the action is faithful. Lemmas 2 and 3 now give 
the desired result. 
Corollary 1. Let G be finitely generated and nilpotent. Then s(G) is finite. 
Proof. We argue by induction on the Hirsch number h(G). The case h(G) = 0 is 
covered by Proposition 2. 
Suppose h(G)>O. Then G/[G, G] is finitely generated infinite abelian. Hence 
there exists H normal in G such that G/H =Z, h(H)< h(G), and G is the 
semi-direct product H x(s) where SH generates G/H. Since s(H) is finite by 
induction, we conclude s(G) is finite by the theorem. 
Remark. Let 
f(s)=( cl(G)-ts-1 cl(G) )’ 
and let T denote the torsion subgroup of G. Then the proof shows 
s(G) ~f~‘~‘(s(T)). 
Corollary 2. Let G = H >a L with both Hand L abelian. Then D,(G; Z) = I”,(G) for 
all n. 
Proof. If G is nilpotent of class n, Dn+l (G; Z) = (1) by the theorem since s(H) = 2 in 
this case. The general result now follows from the Meta-lemma. 
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Note added in proof 
Please note that Corollary 2 is contained in a result of R. Sandling (Theorem 2.4 in 
J. Algebra 21 (1972), p. 221). 
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